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An enchanting evening with Min Sook Lee, the
brilliant documentary filmmaker of 'El
Contrato.’

Last week myself and the other Docs for Change
Fellows had the chance to watch the
documentary “El Contrato,” by the Toronto
filmmaker, Min Sook Lee. Min Sook presented
her film in an unassuming and simple way but
she had such a dynamite presence. This was the
my first reaction after seeing the documentary
'El Contrato' and meeting its extraordinary
filmmaker, Min Sook Lee.
It would be an understatement if I said that
most of the Docs for Change Fellows present on
the evening of 24th September were moved by
the powerful documentary, El Contrato, by Min
Sook Lee.The best part of it was its hard-hitting
socio-political presentation which still flowed so
smoothly. At the end of the documentary, we
Fellows had many queries for the filmmaker and
she obliged everyone with her detailed
answers, without any air of being such a
talented creative personality.
The evening began when Docs for Change
Fellows Janet and Thana introduced Min Sook,
with whom both had previous interaction.
Vinita, the co-ordinator has made this welcome

change of asking Fellows to introduce the
filmmakers, while she subtly moderates the
proceedings. Since the documentary was of
nearly one hour, plenty of time for discussion
was available and most of the Fellows jumped
at the opportunity. In a way that Wednesday
evening was one of the most satisfying in all
respects.... be it the quality of the film shown or
the interaction with the filmmaker.
The questions were intriguing most of the time.
'Docs For Change' Fellows wanted to know how
could Min Sook go into the places of action and
“enemy territory’ (so to speak) with her camera
team? Was this done with a hidden camera, like
a sting operation? What were the techniques
she employed in convincing the Government
officials? Min Sook Lee explained her approach
is honest and unintimidating. She flows with the
current while shooting and does not make the
'interviewee' feel overwhelmed. Like 'a smooth
operator' (my words, not hers!) she lets them
speak freely. The results are there for everyone
to see (and more to `hear'!). For, only in such
atmosphere could she get such telling quote
from one of the officials, when he said this
about the contract labours.... ''Yes, they are
human beings, but...''!
As was evident from the title, 'El Contrato', the
documentary, is about the Mexican contract
labourers and the inhuman conditions they live
in as well as almost slavery-like conditions of
their contract. Min narrated, upon inquiry by a
Fellow, how in the middle of night she had to
rush to the spot of action with one of her
neighbours as cameraman. The footage she got
that night was so befitting her story that even
with poor audio quality it was used in the final
cut. No wonder, she and her team faced libel
case and the documentary was stalled for a
considerable time. She also, in her replies,
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focused on a variety of issues like funding and
other practical hurdles in documentary making
and revealed another side of this glamorous
world of cinema. Ultimately, the discussion was
so satisfying that even after Vinita concluded
the session with a vote of thanks on scheduled
time, everyone wanted to talk with Min,
photographed with her etc.
Before the film started, Min in her own
introduction of the documentary, had said that
this was her first documentary and she would
have done some of the scenes differently. But
to most of us Fellows it looked very perfectly
made. The visuals and interviews were so
brilliantly edited from hundreds of hours of raw
material. Still she was not happy with the final
outcome... and that probably distinguishes a
genius from ordinaries! The best lesson learned
that evening? Never be satisfied even with best
of your creation..... strive still... for better than
the best!
Thank you Min and Vinita for such a wonderful
session!

